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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we first classify different types of second opinions and evaluate the ethical and epistemological implications of providing those in a clinical context. Second, we discuss the issue of how artificial intelligent (AI) could replace the human cognitive labour of providing such second opinion and find that several AI reach the levels of accuracy and efficiency needed to clarify their use an urgent ethical issue. Third, we outline the normative conditions of how AI may be used as second opinion in clinical processes, weighing the benefits of its efficiency against concerns of responsibility attribution. Fourth, we provide a ‘rule of disagreement’ that fulfills these conditions while retaining some of the benefits of expanding the use of AI-based decision support systems (AI-DSS) in clinical contexts. This is because the rule of disagreement proposes to use AI as much as possible, but retain the ability to use human second opinions to resolve disagreements between AI and physician-in-charge. Fifth, we discuss some counterarguments.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we discuss the proposal to use artificial intelligent decision support systems (AI-DSS) as providers of second opinions in medical diagnostics from the epistemological and ethical perspectives of peer-disagreement, and provide a rule avoiding most of the raised challenges to such a proposal.

To improve the understanding of what it means to use AI as a source of second opinions, we first differentiate three different types of second opinion according to their clinical use—patient-initiated ones, physician-initiated ones and case-initiated ones. We reconstruct second opinions as expert-opinions with equal epistemological weight as the initial opinion. Under this view, then, any disagreement between initial and second opinion ought to be understood as peer-disagreement.

We also introduce the different types of AI-DSS,¹ and in so doing make apparent that the ability to provide diagnostic recommendations is not matched with the explanation of how these recommendations are formed. The difference in evidence-processing and lack of explainability renders an AI-DSS largely accurate but unchallengeable.

Conflicts between human initial opinions and AI-second opinions, therefore, may not qualify as peer-disagreements, as its ‘reasoning’ is not reason-based like an expert’s evaluation. Hence, we cannot peer-disagree with an AI-DSS, leaving a responsibility gap when trying to decide what to do in case of a conflict. The physician-in-charge, then, needs to settle on a diagnosis based either on the recommendation of the AI-DSS they are not able to confirm, or reject the AI-DSS-recommendation without being able to sufficiently explain why. This shifts the burden of proof towards the physician-in-charge and raises problems regarding the attribution of moral responsibility.

Given this challenge, we weigh the arguments from accuracy, that is, the fact that AI-DSS will soon be equal or superior to the average physician, against the normative demand that clear attributability of responsibility should be conserved.

In order to use the efficiency and accuracy of AI in diagnostic processes without undermining the clear attribution of responsibility, we propose the ‘rule of disagreement’. This rule permits AI as second opinion providers unless they deviate too far from the initial opinions, in which case a second human opinion ought to be sought. If the AI-DSS confirms the initial opinion, however, no further steps need to be taken.

COOPERATION IN DIAGNOSTIC SETTINGS
Cooperation among agents is ubiquitous in modern societies. The main feature of cooperation is the pursuit of a common purpose or goal by sharing physical and cognitive tasks that often could not be achieved through actions by any agent alone (or only at some considerably increased costs). The condition of a common purpose is what sets cooperation apart from mere ‘coordination’, in which agents communicate their own goals with each other and adjust their actions so everyone can separately realise their respective goals (eg, in traffic).

In the medical field, cooperation has been standard practice ever since the specialisation of the medical profession began requiring a shared labour approach to diagnosis and treatment, and has been increasingly so ever since (cf. Molleman et al²). The shared goal—correctly diagnosing and properly treating patients—has become such an overly complex process that it can only be achieved by splitting the medical professions into specialisations. To perform a surgery, for example, different specialised medical professions are required to cooperate, from radiologists to anaesthesiologists, nurses and surgeons in the actual operation room. They all share responsibility for the success of the surgery, because their correct cooperative contribution constitutes a necessary condition for the success of the surgery.

In the context of correctly diagnosing a patient’s ailment, a certain amount of cognitive labour is
shared, akin to the roles of anaesthetists and surgeons in surgeries. And akin to the shared responsibility in the cooperative physical labour of surgeries, the shared responsibility in the cooperative cognitive labour of the medical diagnostic process applies to everyone involved, as any physicians’ incorrect contribution endangers the correctness of the overall diagnosis and thereby the well-being of the patient. In the following, we are first exploring the form of more or less formalised cognitive cooperation in diagnostic processes and assess how practices of sharing responsibility work.

SHORT TAXONOMY OF SECOND OPINIONS

The main term for institutionalised cooperative actions in the diagnostic process is the ‘second opinion’. While we acknowledge that several cooperative diagnoses do not fall under the practice that is commonly associated with the term, we use ‘second opinion’ as a catch-all term for cooperative decision-making in diagnostic processes (a similar term may be ‘four eyes principle’). Two reasons speak for this terminological choice: first, the commonly associated meaning of the term indeed represents many instances of institutionalised cooperative decision making. Second, these institutionalised associations distinguish the cooperative forms of diagnostic teamwork to the mere ‘advising’ roles of diagnostic exchange that is very common (cf. Mamdani).

From this cooperative perspective, we identify three different types of second opinions that occur in clinical processes:

First, it appears that the most common type of diagnostic opinion as ‘second opinion’ functions as a patient-initiated quality control (cf. Payne et al.). In this process, a physician-in-charge proposes a diagnosis to a patient, which is based on the available evidence and the status of the physician as expert of collecting and assessing this evidence. The patient may request a second diagnosis from a different physician to improve their own trust in the diagnosis or determine the adequacy or necessity of a certain treatment plan. A second opinion, then, can either confirm the initial diagnosis based on the available evidence, disagree with the diagnosis based on the evidence, or point toward the insufficient amount of evidence rendering a diagnosis insufficiently supported by evidence to propose as a solution with confidence.

All three of these results of the second opinion towards the initial diagnosis will, theoretically, improve the overall or final diagnosis: If the second opinion is concurring, the fact that two experts conclude the same (or very similar) results with the available evidence will bolster the initial diagnosis as the best available diagnosis. If the second opinion points out a lack of supporting evidence, it can help to improve the initial diagnosis by increased evidence collection and as an epistemological check to ground the diagnosis on sufficient evidence. And if the second opinion disagrees with the initial result favouring an alternative diagnosis, the resulting conflict of the peer-disagreement suggests further rounds of discourse and evidence assessment (see also the findings on how second opinions change the initial diagnosis).

Second, there is physician-initiated second opinion. This is a request for an opinion to assess the physician-in-charge’s proposal, or by relying on the second physician’s special expertise for a certain diagnostic issue. Often an informal process based on the physician’s confidence in their own diagnosis or diagnostic capacities, the goal of this second opinion is the increase of confidence levels by calibrating the original diagnosis through comparison, and possible incorporation, with the additional one.

While this process is most often of informal nature, we can expect that both the requesting and assisting physician treat this request with the same epistemic diligence as if they were providing the initial opinion. That means the requesting physician is providing all evidence available to ensure the additional diagnosis is as precise as possible (and not holding anything back, to potentially receive the result desired). It also means the assisting physician treats the diagnosis with no less care and attention than if they were providing the initial diagnosis. In practice, this form of second opinion is often hard to distinguish from a mere consultation with another physician, as those informal exchanges, between radiologists, for example, are part of everyday clinical life. It is important, however, to note that any request to provide a diagnosis to a case ought to be treated with the same diligence as if the second opinion was an initial one.

Finally, a third kind of second opinions can be identified. This can be understood as the legal or institutionalised second opinion. In this, we can identify two different versions of legal second opinion. One is the automatically triggered second opinion of an expert to check the diagnosis of the first physician, for example, in cases of breast cancer screenings in Germany (cf. German Federal Ministry of Health). This process is motivated by the relatively high deviance among doctors and the rather impactful consequences of false positives, that is, cases in which a potential source of breast cancer is indicated while it is a false diagnosis (like a biopsy or, possibly, an amputation), or false negatives (ie, a delayed cancer detection and potentially worse course of disease and treatment).

The other version of those institutionalised second opinions occurs in diagnostic centres and ‘medical conferences’, in which an interdisciplinary group of physicians contributes their perspective and expertise to the best diagnosis for a patient. These are usually implemented for specific diseases, like certain types of cancer, in which the diagnosis and treatment-recommendations ought to be assessed by all relevant disciplines. The same ethical requirements of epistemic diligence apply to any physician involved in these cooperative diagnostic processes as if they were diagnosing them on their own, as failure of any physician involved will potentially have the same severe negative consequences.

One emerging fact from reconstructing these types of second opinion, even with the more informal ones, is that the shared cognitive labour contributes to the confidence levels of the physician-in-charge in providing a certain final diagnosis from which treatment is recommended. Without the input of diagnosis-suggestions of other physicians, the confidence levels would not change, as the physician-in-charge is left with their own diagnosis. In all the mentioned forms, from patient-initiated and physician-initiated ones to case-initiated or generally institutionalised processes of cooperative diagnostic efforts, the shared cognitive labour and requirement for epistemic diligence is indicative of a shared responsibility structure.

RESPONSIBILITY AND DISAGREEMENT

For most clinical purposes, the legal responsibility and liability remains with the physician-in-charge, even though the second opinion may affect the final diagnosis in one way or another. The reason for such a concentrated role-responsibility with the physician-in-charge may lie in the practicality to create legal liability while still encouraging cooperative diagnostic procedures...
to take place (see Carrick\(^\text{[10]}\)). The role of the physician-in-charge creates this responsibility, as the physician is not only the person to propose the initial diagnosis, but also the one to settle on the final one from which treatment is recommended.

Thus, many philosophical considerations have no immediate practical consequences as the long-standing legal setup is covering some of the concerns presented here (including the general uncertainty of diagnoses). However, this does not mean that these concerns ought not to be taken seriously, as they may inform changes to the legal setup down the line. Our main question of moral responsibility emerges in cases of disagreement among the initial and the second opinion. Without a disagreement, the physician-in-charge has no reason to assume they could be mistaken, as all available evidence and the physician’s own diagnosis are reaffirmed by the second opinion, independent of the correctness of said diagnosis. As far as responsibility goes, physicians are epistemically justified in their diagnosis if another physician comes to the same conclusions, barring unusual circumstance. A disagreement between initial and second opinion, however, establishes the burden of proof as falling on the physician-in-charge: as the bearer of responsibility for the final decision, their disagreement with a peer-opinion on the same diagnosis ought to be justified.\(^\text{11,12}\)

Independent of whether a second opinion is correct or not, the physician-in-charge may not dismiss it without justification. As we have previously assumed that any diagnostic suggestion ought to be made with the diligence of an initial diagnosis, we can categorise these disagreements as peer-disagreements:\(^\text{13}\) epistemic equals differ on a question of how to interpret evidence and reach conclusions based on that evidence.\(^\text{14}\) In the discourse of social epistemology, this position is called the ‘equal views principle’.\(^\text{15}\) This position is required to reconstruct peer-disagreements, as the views of two epistemically similar agents, based on the same evidence, ought to be considered equal in weight and thereby diminish the confidence one has in their own opinion if one’s peer disagrees. As doctors providing diagnoses are usually understood to be experts with equal standing, the equal-weight-view explains why disagreements between doctors are peer-disagreements.

While this view is agnostic on the conditions of who counts as an expert in general, the specific circumstances of clinical diagnostics are not agnostic. Only specifically educated and licensed medical personnel (ie, physicians with full license to practice) may count as epistemic equals in diagnostic contexts, and diagnostics, as pointed out above, has been determined as a process of providing explanatory reasons for diagnoses.

Therefore, a key feature of those diagnostic equal-view peer-disagreements is that they are based on reasons, and their resolution on an exchange of those reasons. We expect medical experts to form their opinion on shareable reasons that can be challenged by their peers—in these cases we can with Weinstein talk of ‘epistemic expertise’ (pp62–64).\(^\text{16}\) The reason why we speak of ‘experts’ in the first place is not their privileged mental access to evidence, but their skill to solve certain tasks by assessing evidence, forming conclusions based on that evidence, and knowing the parameters that are unknown and how to make them known.\(^\text{16}\) They can provide reasons for the weighing of evidence in their conclusions, based on the state of the art research in their respective field and their experience in inferring correct conclusions from available evidence.

A disagreement between the initial and the second opinion can thus be resolved by an exchange of reasons for and against certain diagnostic conclusions. Thereby, the final diagnosis is ideally an amalgamation of the initial diagnosis, a second opinion, and, in case they differ, the epistemic justification of why the final diagnosis and the second opinion differ and why one of them should be favoured.

### Using AI to Provide Second Opinions

The emergence of semi-automatic diagnostic tools, and the progress made in the development of fully automated AI-diagnostic systems, create an ethical urgency to clarify and justify their potential use. With their improvements potentially surpassing human medical experts in diagnostic accuracy, it appears morally imperative to use their potential in medical diagnostics, even when some questions of responsibility remain open. We acknowledge that most AI-DSS still have considerable hurdles to overcome in order to reach consistent levels of both precision and reliability; yet, for our purposes of discussing disagreements, the need for AI-DSS to outperform physicians is not as relevant, as disagreements can be anticipated nonetheless.

The proposal we are concentrating on is to use diagnostic systems as automated second opinions (eg, Luxton\(^\text{17}\)). The core thesis of this proposal is that AI-DSS could replace human doctors in providing additional diagnostic services, akin to a second opinion. This proposal draws some attention as it fully incorporates the potential of AI in the medical diagnostic context, which consists in its fast, reliable and precise diagnoses,\(^\text{18}\) its resource-efficient maintenance, and in some cases its utilisation of ever-increasing and improving databases. Additionally, the institution of ‘second opinion’ as a source of uncertainty-reduction and improved diagnosis is a well-defined starting point for increasingly autonomous AI-DSS to take hold.

Using AI-DSS this way, however, implies the replacement of human cognitive labour, that is, the labour of physicians providing a second opinion, while not completely replacing human cognitive labour and responsibility altogether, as the physician-in-charge remains the decider of the final diagnosis, avoiding the ethical conundrums of outright automating the diagnostic process altogether (see for an elaboration of the lack of ‘meaningful human control’ in Braun et al\(^\text{19}\)).

From this, a strong argument can be formed that concludes a moral imperative to use AI in medical diagnostics, which is also guiding the proposal of using AI as second opinion or some other sort of substituting diagnostic input. The anticipated superiority of machines in several diagnoses such as melanoma\(^\text{20}\) or early breast cancer detection\(^\text{21,22}\) (for an overview of studies on how physicians fare with AI diagnoses, see Topol\(^\text{1}\)) suggest that if we rejected their use, we would prefer worse outcomes in diagnostic precision merely because of a lack of justified procedural use of the technology. In fact, some hospitals have moved to replace the routine-controls done by humans with AI, solidifying the concrete urgency of clarifying ethical challenges to diagnostic reality.\(^\text{23}\) To answer those issues, we provide rules governing the ethically justified use of AI in replacing human cognitive labour in diagnostic processes.
Levels of AI-DSS

Before turning to the proposed use of AI in diagnostic systems, we first ought to distinguish the different forms of AI tools and which ones are relevant to the issues of replacing human second opinions with algorithmic ones. We will use the distinction proposed by Topol. His proposal distinguishes diagnostic AI tools in five levels according to their autonomous capacities. As we discussed in the rather informal second type of second opinions, not every feedback from another physician is a second opinion, as we defined second opinions as the provision of a second diagnosis or a criticism of the initial diagnosis based on the evaluation of the available evidence.

The levels that Topol discusses begin with providing basic supplemental information, empowering the physician to make better informed diagnoses. The second level allows for autonomous AI-recommendations of previously identified subproblems that may help form an overall diagnosis of a patient. The third level is called a conditionally automated system in which complete diagnoses are automated but remain under supervision and final decision by a physician. In the fourth level, highly automated systems gather evidence and form diagnoses on their own, while the decisions about treatment remain in human hands, while in level five, the fully automated system takes over the complete diagnostic and treatment process of a patient.

In order to speak of ‘AI as second opinion’, then, we have to assume that this AI is capable of instantiating certain autonomous features that are comparable with the human cognitive labour it is intended to replace. This dismisses mere decision-support systems of Topol’s first and second level, in which, comparable to another physician giving mere advice or additional information, the physician-in-charge is the only source of diagnoses altogether. In turn, however, level three and four of Topol’s order suggest that those are at least capable of forming their own diagnosis if fed with the same evidence that the physician had available, or even more gather its own evidence necessary to form a conclusion.

AI-DSS as cooperation partners?

As the epistemological and ethical conditions of second opinions provided by humans have only partially been researched, it appears even more relevant to describe the changes to that process when introducing AI. We identify two main relevant changes to the clinical processes if AI was implemented as a second opinion: (A) the replacement of human cognitive labour and (B) the emerging human–machine cooperation (from A) between the physician-in-charge and the AI diagnostic system.

In response to (A), replacing human cognitive labour is not generally ethically worrisome. The use of computers has arguably improved our lives by freeing up cognitive capacities we would have otherwise used on calculations. The difference between replacing cognitive labour in the general case with computerised machines and the emerging technology of autonomous AI, however, lies in the latter’s capacity to not only do mechanical calculations faster than any human ever could, but also to imitate the human ability to draw inferences. It is, thereby, capable of simulating an actual replacement of human inferential cognitive labour rather than mere mechanical calculations, with similar unexplainable ‘mental’ decision-making pathways as humans.

The relevant difference between AI and experts in this decision-making process is, as pointed out before, that medical explanations by experts are based on reasons. When medical experts explain their diagnosis, they do not refer to their mental pathways and synopses, but the evidence and theories with which they inferred the best explanation of a patient’s symptoms. We also do not accept an expert’s opinion merely because they think they are correct without telling us why (besides an appeal to second-order evidence, such as track-records, which is a global argument and does not apply to specific disagreement-cases). Similarly, then, an AI’s diagnosis cannot be ‘explained’ in the same sense by basing the explanation on the vast training data and the algorithm’s isolated, largely unintelligible and—often for patent-protection—clandestine connections in the pattern-detection process. And without reasons, even the successful simulation or imitation of diagnostic behaviour reduces the acceptability of its diagnoses.

If we could fully explain a machine’s workings, this issue would be less worrisome. Explainability is best understood as a matter of degree. With that, several approaches to explaining machine learnt/deep learnt AI can illuminate some of their inner workings. The concept of ‘black box algorithms’, in which decision-making processes are fully unintelligible, thus has become somewhat misleading, as we are in fact able to interpret some decision-making processes of AI and are not fully left in the dark about an AI’s pattern-recognition. From simple strategies to change some input parameters to test for certain outcome-changes to elaborate strategies like LIME, the lack of full explainability is not to be equated with a lack of knowledge about the system altogether (for an overview of some ongoing debate, see Tjoa and Guan).

However, we have doubts on whether these explainability-efforts will reach levels sufficient as ‘reasoning’ that would allow machines taking a physician’s place in providing second opinions: AI, other than, for example, simple causal decision trees that are not applicable to complex diagnostic situations, do not provide causal explanations as the system is not designed to find causal connections but rather correlations and associations in the training data. The resulting ‘explanations’ rather enable clinicians to interpret the system’s output than to provide complete explanations or causal reasoning of the diagnosis itself. Thus, making an AI-DSS more explainable usually merely means making it more interpretable.

This concern can be ameliorated through an increased effort in different interpretative models, as the previously mentioned LIME, in which statistical summaries of key features for an algorithm are presented. These ‘key features’ come relatively close to what we might mean with ‘reasons’.

When asking a peer for their reasoning of how they arrived at a particular diagnostic proposition, physicians specifically ask for their weighted explanations of their reasoning. Using interpretable models of an AI, like LIME or similar, however, requires the doctor’s assumptions about the results to play into their interpretation of the machine’s results. An interpretable AI, thus, is not providing reasons, but allows for the interpretation of its inner workings as reasons for the physician-in-charge. This marks the fundamental difference in which explainability and interpretability of a model (or rather, their results) differ on their ability as counting as part of a peer-disagreement: an interpretation is being done with assumptions from the interpreter, an explanation is made on the grounds of the explanandum. Thus, an interpretable model may be especially useful as additional evidence, but
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not as an independently accessible control-institution to the initial opinion (ie, as second opinion). Rudin\textsuperscript{29} discusses these issues as (un-)explainable AI is often not able to be combined with contextual information outside the database, which diagnostics usually require.\textsuperscript{29}

To B): First, we can ask whether machines and humans can, in fact, cooperate. As we stated in the beginning, a cooperation is a collective effort towards a shared goal. We can question whether machines have goals, because the answer is not trivial: if they do not have goals, humans and machines simply do not cooperate. But if that is the case, then the nature of an AI ‘second opinion’ changes from how we have characterised it above: it cannot be a straight substitution, as second opinions are a result of human–human cooperation, and replacing a human with a machine will not lead to the same cooperation, but a less involved human–machine interaction. However, this is merely a conceptual concern of how to properly describe the interactions between initial and second opinion.

Second, depending on the answer to the question of how a less involved human–machine interaction can replace human–human cooperation, the normative question of shared responsibility in these contexts emerges. While the provider of the second opinion ought to be able to be held to the same standards of epistemological diligence, replacing a human with a machine will have effects on how this epistemological diligence translates to shared responsibility: if the machine is not capable of bearing any responsibility, does the responsibility distribute at all? This point appears to have been discussed on a wider basis in the proposals to replace humans with machines in diagnostic settings,\textsuperscript{30} as it appears to be an urgent practical issue: how is the relationship between the physician-in-charge and the machine-as-second-opinion to be understood, if before the physician was in a professional relationship with a human colleague as provider of a second opinion on a similar case?

**Requirements of Peer-Disagreements**

The change of burden of proof for the physician-in-charge is significant: a physician having a disagreement with another physician can enter an exchange of reasons, and potentially resolve the issues, or conclude that they require more evidence for a resolution. A peer-disagreement can thus be resolved by convincing the other side (or being convinced by the other side) through the exchange of reasons. A physician having a disagreement with a machine can put forward all the reasons they want, the machine will not react to it on the basis of reason, but merely on the basis of the data. The way the machine interprets the data, however, cannot be changed by the physician-in-charge (eg, through the manipulation of certain toggles or parameters): as this will only lead to a self-confirming bias with the physician changing parameters for data interpretation until the machine gives ‘sensible’ results to the physician, which already lie within the range of assumptions of the physician in charge. The point of the proposal is, after all, to provide a check on the initial diagnosis, not merely confirm it.

And since the intention is to check the initial diagnosis, the physician ought not to ignore the second opinion as misguided or false; yet they also cannot overturn it in any meaningful way based on an exchange of reasons, as the AI is not only non-explainable as required, but also not receptive for diagnostic reasons. Thus, the burden of proof of the diagnostic process moves from an epistemic equilibrium (in the equal weights view-sense) between the initial and the second opinion, towards the proponent of the initial opinion.

The structure of a physician–physician relationship and its proposed replacement as physician–machine relationship suggest these are similar, the ethical conditions of these structures suggest that they are not. Therefore, based on the requirements of a second opinion as a part of a cognitive cooperation between two potential bearers of responsibility, we can reject the proposal of merely replacing human second opinions with machines.

**Accuracy and Explainability**

One central argument for using AI-DSS without having fully explainable reasoning behind its results (and thereby without peer-disagreement) is its presumed superior accuracy over the (average) physician.\textsuperscript{18 31 32}

This argument is supported by two reasons that we ought to briefly discuss here. The first one, brought up in Braun et al\textsuperscript{10} (pp6–7), is concerned with the accuracy of human diagnoses. Most diagnoses exhibit a huge deal of uncertainty. Thus, deviating diagnoses are most often not specific disagreements, but differ in weighing and evaluating options. Braun further contends, contra our conclusion in the previous section, that automated diagnostic processes will not shift the burden of proof from the machine towards the physician, as the physician’s task of balancing different confidence levels for certain diagnoses and taking responsibility in the decision-making of treatment remains unchanged.\textsuperscript{19}

It is, on this view, much less an issue of replaced cognitive labour, as we have reconstructed above, but one of risk assessments in the light of uncertainty for the physician-in-charge, as they are balancing the input to fit their own diagnostic assumptions. This view appears to differ in the conceptualisation of second opinions in general, because the same can be said about human second opinions.

If second opinions are not understood as a collaborative effort but as mere additional evidence, then both a deviating automated as well as a deviating human second opinion are not ‘disagreements’ in a peer-disagreement sense, but merely contradictory evidence to the initial diagnosis, rendering the issue of peer-disagreement mute. However, as the reconstruction of second opinions with the equal-weight view has shown, both in theory as well as in practice, second opinions are taken to be peer-assessments with the capacity to be compared as equal diagnosis with the initial one. And with the question being whether AI-DSS may function as such peer-assessment, reconstructing these conflicts not as disagreements but as mere contradictory evidence is inappropriate.

In the second argument, contrary to the first point, we may argue that the precision and efficiency of such AI-DSS, presumably on par with many expert skills of physicians, ought to be considered practically equal to a second opinion (see, for example, Kompa et al\textsuperscript{35}). AI-DSS must pass certain standards of precision to be certified. In this sense, then, a certified AI-DSS and a physician are not different in terms of qualifications, and with precision, speed, and efficiency being paramount reasons for deploying AI-DSS, the argument can be made that the presented normative concerns are overblown\textsuperscript{31} or at least outweighed by the moral benefit. The proven accuracy of a machine can, in this regard, count as a reason to reduce the responsibility of a physician as the certification standards can be sufficiently high to support their use. If a machine is wrong and the physician follows its wrong diagnosis, then the physician is somewhat less responsible for the misdiagnosis, as the accuracy of the machine is reason to assume its ‘better’ ‘judgment’ of the case.

\textsuperscript{18} Kempt H, Nagel SK. J Med Ethics 2022;48:222–229. doi:10.1136/medethics-2021-107440
Any potential responsibility gap emerging from this use of AI, then, is merely a theoretical worry for which we have developed practical rules in similar cases (mainly for pharmaceuticals, in which the specific causes of effect are often only correlated, while tolerating considerable risk of side effects)—the responsibility dissipates into institutionalised rules of compensation or individualised risk-responsibilities as we collectively agreed on a certain amount of uncertainty that we may fall victim to. If the distribution of responsibility is not an issue, it appears unreasonable not to use AI as a second opinion in clinical contexts given their utility.

While proven accuracy is a practical reason for believing that AI-DSS may provide accurate diagnoses, resolving disagreements requires explanations as reasons—otherwise a disagreement is not resolved but merely decided in favour of one side, and AI-DSS may not provide explanations in the required sense. The issue of explainability is widely discussed in the general field of AI ethics,27 28 because the explanation for a certain behaviour intuitively requires more than probabilistic assumptions about certain connections within the neural network of the AI. Even authors like Grote and Berens35 accept that explainable AI can be a bigger issue than imprecise AI for the ethical justification of their use in clinical diagnostics (p3). Thus the success-rate of the AI-DSS and subsequent risk-assessments of their use is not the only defining ethical problem, but also the lack of any independent explanation for the specific diagnostic predictions—and in cases of disagreements, as shown above, the limits on explainability can outweigh risk-considerations based on the requirements of attribution of responsibility. Ultimately, AI-DSS do not act, but behave. And precise behaviour is insufficient for attributing responsibility, as only actions, not behaviour, can be explained with reasons. The acceptance that a machine may be statistically more likely to diagnose correctly and claim this to be the case35 does not absolve the physician-in-charge from making a diagnosis themselves, as otherwise nobody could be made responsible for any mistake in the diagnostic process.

Without explanatory reasons for certain conclusions, a disagreement between a physician and a machine may not be resolved responsibly. It does, however, move the burden of proof towards the physician-in-charge, as they have to incorporate AI-DSS as evidence, but cannot reject the evidence even if they think it is wrong.

RULE OF DISAGREEMENT

The main issues we have worked out so far are that the anticipated use of AI-DSS as second opinion replaces human cognitive labour and, at the same time, requires human–machine cooperation with problematic distributions of responsibility.

We propose a rule for using AI-DSS that would harvest the positive reasons without encountering the question of attributing responsibility in cases of misdiagnoses, and avoids the issue of peer-disagreement in case of conflict:

The rule of disagreement: If a diagnosis provided by an autonomous AI diagnostic system contradicts the initial diagnosis of the physician-in-charge, it shall count as disagreement requiring a second opinion of another physician.

This proposed rule resolves the previously encountered issues. As we have encountered in the case of the legally required second opinion in breast cancer screening, issues only arise if the second opinion is in conflict with the initial one. If the second opinion is concurring or offering the same answer as the initial diagnosis with a sufficiently high confidence level, a discourse around the reasoning of the second opinion is not required. If the machine diagnosis is in conflict with the initial diagnosis, a second human opinion ought to be requested to resolve the issue. This human second opinion functions as conflict-resolution to avoid the problematic attribution of responsibility to machines in the case of misdiagnoses, as not only a machine, but two physicians confirmed the diagnosis.

An analogy to human second opinions might be helpful here: a physician in charge (P1) seeks a second opinion from colleague (P2). P2 provides a disagreeing second diagnosis, but dies due to some accident before they can enter a discourse to resolve the disagreement. Assuming that P1 asked P2 due to P2’s track record of precision, we would not allow P1 to take on P2’s diagnosis, as P2 cannot be a bearer of responsibility anymore.

In cases of a confirming diagnosis, AI-DSS can thus be treated as confirming evidence, replacing the need for a confirming human second opinion, without having to treat the AI-DSS as a participant in a discourse, as would be required in a case of peer-disagreement. This pragmatic rule of disagreement enables physicians and patients alike to not have to trust a machine but expect reliability, just as they would with any other tool. At the same time, the autonomy, potential self-learning and improving capacities, and potential responsibility-issues are avoided by keeping physicians in the loop and as exclusive bearers of responsibility.

APPLYING THE RULE OF DISAGREEMENT

Turning back to the three types of second opinion, we can now assess how the proposed principle of disagreement fits in the described contexts of providing second opinions and why, despite rejecting the role of AI-DSS as full second opinions, they can still vastly improve the precision and quality of the diagnostic process.

First, patient-initiated second opinions are often a sign of distrust in the doctor’s diagnosis in a low-stakes environment. Having an AI-DSS review the evidence and confirm the initial diagnosis can provide some trust in the initial diagnosis as well, while avoiding the misconception of AI as a miracle machine (a concern some authors have worried about33). Without a conflict between the doctor and the (potentially independently operating) AI-DSS-second opinion service, no further action needs to be taken, while saving resources from physicians having to provide a second opinion to a patient. With a conflict, however, the anticipated benefit of the AI-DSS is lost and a second human physician is required to provide a second opinion.

The use of AI-DSS as the second type of second opinions may work similarly. If a physician approaches an AI-DSS for a second opinion or as an evaluation of their initial opinion, the confirmation can be considered an increase in the confidence levels of the diagnosis, while a conflict ought the physician turn towards another human physician for further evaluation. As this type of second opinion is mainly informal, it does not encounter the issue of peer-disagreement, even though the issues of resolving any conflict between the suggested initial diagnosis and the second opinion remain.

Finally, for the third type our proposal works as well: in the institutionalised version of second opinions triggered by certain cases, using AI-DSS to evaluate the initial diagnosis appears unproblematic with the proposed principle of disagreement. In breast cancer screenings this approach appears beneficial22 as it does as a check on the recommendations of a diagnostic council, even though it is questionable whether AI-DSS will be an

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

With any automation of previously high-skilled human tasks comes the risk of de-skilling and over-reliance of the remaining workforce. In the case of de-skilling, this does not seem to be the case in diagnostic contexts if the principle of disagreement is applied properly. The education and experience of radiologists and other physicians remain unaffected as their skills will be required to fulfill the tasks of proposing the initial diagnosis or function as a human second opinion to resolve potential conflicts between an initial diagnosis and an AI-diagnosis.

However, the risk of over-reliance is more imminent. The more autonomous technologies become that imitate human tasks, the more people may be inclined to rely on the technology to take over similar tasks it is not intended to take over. Cases of misuses of the autopilot-function in stage three or four self-driving cars is an example having cost lives in the last few years. In these cases, it was not the technology that failed (as it was not certified to be fully autonomous), but the drivers that mistreated the technology by misusing the technology for tasks it is not certified for. A similar over-reliance may be encountered in providing physicians with a quasi-autonomous AI-DSS that may only be used after the physician has done their own diagnostic work.

The joint statement of the radiological societies in the USA, Canada and Europe, reiterated that any AI-DSS ought to keep physicians in the loop. The professional ethics of physicians demand to be able to take responsibility of the final diagnosis and the accordingly administered treatment. This includes the ability to justify one’s own diagnosis which, in turn, would require the physician not to turn to the AI-DSS for an initial diagnosis, as AI-DSS still do not provide reasons for their results. The fact that some physician may use the AI-DSS against the proposed rule of disagreement, however, does not invalidate the rule but rather requires accompanying extensions of the professional ethics.

Finally, keeping physicians in the loop of diagnostic processes means to decrease some of the anticipated advantages of such autonomous technology. The resource-efficiency of fast and precise analysis within a few seconds will not materialise if AI-DSS will only be used in the second instance. Similarly, ameliorating expert-scarcity will not occur if those systems are not to be used as providing an initial (and possibly sole) diagnosis. It appears that if no doctor is present, the progress of this technology remains unavailable, potentially furthering the divide between well-supplied communities and desolate ones.

However, the proposed principle operates under the assumption of the presence of experts and is motivated by problems of responsibility in cases of misdiagnoses and disagreements. If AI-DSS were to be developed that in fact are usable diagnostic tools for laypeople in areas where doctors are not available, the imperative to provide medical care outweighs the concerns for potential harms of misdiagnoses in such medical care. Thereby, the limiting effect of this principle for the general availability of AI-DSS only applies to areas where the careful distribution of responsibility outweighs the necessity for a diagnosis in the first place.

CONCLUSION

Finally, the discussion about finding rules to incorporate AI-DSS as second opinions in the diagnostic process may suffer from a mismatch in the static idea of the role of physicians, and the dynamic idea of AI-DSS. We argued for an implementation of AI-DSS in the diagnostic process that keeps the role of physicians virtually unchanged as the first proponent of a diagnosis that, if challenged by an AI-DSS, will have to be resolved by another physician. However, the development of AI-DSS is dynamic and points towards an increased skillset able to potentially replace physicians in several contexts.

Some authors have started using the term ‘partnership’ (cf. Patel et al11) to stress that not only the technology has to fit our established norms of diagnostic decision making, but that those norms also have to incorporate the ever-growing skills of the AI-DSS. This approach aims to both guide the development of AI-DSS to fit the diagnostic process, but also to reimagine the role of physicians to use the AI’s full potential in aiding the diagnostic process.

The necessary conversation about changing self-conceptualisations of physicians in the diagnostic process, however, can only be pointed towards here. Such a conversation is well underway within the respective professional associations12 and may provide a path towards a development of AI-DSS that is not focused on merely replacing human cognitive labour, but to aid the cooperative nature of diagnostics processes even further.

As we have shown here, however, there are ways of providing space for AI-DSS that allows for an incorporation of relatively autonomous AI-DSS without encountering questions of responsibility.
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